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CELESTRON STARSENSE
EXPLORER TELESCOPES
CELESTRON HAS REALLY HIT A HOME RUN HERE!

By Dr. James R. Dire

Entry level telescopes have never
been so easy to operate now that Celestron has introduced their StarSense Explorer telescopes. The telescopes use an
owner supplied cell phone with Celestron’s genius StarSense software to allow
the users to zero in on celestial objects by
slewing the telescope manually.
The StarSense app uses the phone’s
camera with a mirror system to align the
camera with the telescope, and takes photos during slewing breaks to update the
object acquisition slewing instructions.
The app is exceedingly simple to use and
brilliantly designed. All of the brains are
in the cell phone. So with no electric motors or telescope control system, these telescopes have GOTO capabilities without
the cost!
Before I get into the operation of the
software, I’ll describe the telescopes themselves. Currently there are four models, all
selling for under $400, with two selling
for under $200. I decided to test drive
two, one of the $399 models and one of
the $179 models. The two telescopes arrived in the two boxes shown in Image 1.
Each box itself was packaged inside a
sturdy cardboard box. The first telescope
is an 80mm f/11.25 refractor while the
second is a 130mm f/5 Newtonian. Both
come with alt-azimuth mounts.
It took about 20 minutes to assemble
the refractor using the step-by-step instructions that came with the telescope.

Most of that time was spent unpacking
the equipment from the box.
The tripod unfolds, the legs are
extended and the equipment tray is
screwed into the tripod spreader. The optical tube assembly (OTA) has an altitude
locking/slow motion rod pre-attached to
it, brackets to hold a red dot finder and
StarSense assembly, and two altitude bear-

ings. After inserting the altitude rod into
the mount’s locking slot and placing the
altitude bearings into the mount’s cradle,
locking them into place with the provided
thumbs screws, the telescope and mount
were properly mated. Next, I slid both
the red dot finder and StarSense assembly
into their respective brackets and
tightened their locking screws. Assemble

Image 1 - The author reviewed two of the current four Celestron StarSense Explorer
telescopes.
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Image 2 – In less than one hour, both telescopes were complete assembled and ready for
a night of observing.

was now complete.
The Newtonian took a little longer to
assemble, approximately 30 minutes,
from unboxing to finish. The tripod has
a larger equipment tray with three screws
to attach it to all three arms of the tripod
spreader. Pre-attached to the OTA are a
Vixen style dovetail plate and a bracket for
the red dot finder. It was easy to slide the
OTO into the dovetail bracket on the
mount. One hand-turned locking bolt
holds the OTA to the mount. The lock-

ing knob was too difficult to turn with a
glove on, so I had to turn it bear-handed.
The dovetail plate is about four inches in
length, enough play to adjust the balance.
I just placed it in the center and it worked
fine for any weight eyepiece I tried.
Next I attached the azimuth and altitude slow motion knobs to the mount. A
2mm Allen wrench is required to tighten
their setscrews. The step-by-step manual
did not indicate the Allen wrench requirement, nor was an Allen wrench in-

cluded with the telescope. The same Allen
wrench is required to adjust the collimation of the secondary mirror! Unlike on
the refractor, the StarSense assembly does
not attached to the telescope. It attaches
to the mount head opposite to the telescope.
Both assembled telescopes are show
in Image 2. Note the two telescopes have
different style tripods. The heavier and
more expensive Newtonian has a beefier
tripod and its equipment tray is larger
with no holes in it. The refractor’s tray is
round and has predrilled holes to store
1.25-inch eyepieces. The telescopes weigh
5.3 and 8.8 pounds, respectively. I noticed
light winds affected viewing through
them. I would have preferred heavier
tripods so the telescopes are more stable
and don’t wobble so much when manually slewing them. This wobble was much
more noticeable with the refractor.
I have disassembled the legs on these
type of telescope tripods in the past and
stuffed cotton down the to the bottom of
their hollow interiors and filled them with
sand. Next, I put more cotton on top of
the sand and reassemble. The sand adds
much-needed weight and helps dampen
out vibrations from wind or movement.
The only disadvantage is having to haul
around a heavier tripod. But it’s worth the
trade!

If you use a laptop computer in the field at night, you don't want to lose your
night vision or interfere with other astronomers! The RED EYES Screen Light
Shield products and the all new Computer Cave are the answer. Developed
by an astrophotographer, for the astrophotographer.
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RED EYES
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for your iPhone,
iTouch, iPad, DSLR camera, and all
other handheld devices. Stop the interference of the bright light from your cell
phone, tablet, or camera at night. And
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phones/DSLR's
$5.95
Size 6"x 9" for iPads/tablets $13.95

Do you need to
protect your
laptop and
prevent the
annoyance of
light pollution at night? The Computer
Cave is the perfect solution for outdoor
computing. During the day, the white
plastic reflects the sunlight and helps
your laptop stay cool. And it also keeps
the dew off of your eyepieces!
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The red dot finders that
come with the telescopes are
quite nice. The first battery is
already pre-installed. Other
accessories that come with the
refractor are shown in Image
3. These include 25mm and
10mm Plössl eyepieces and a
2x Barlow, all with 1.25-inch
barrels. There is also a nice
pouch to keep everything in
when not in use. The eyepieces aren’t really that bad.
They are entry level, like the
telescopes, but performed adequately. They provide magni-

fications of 36x and 90x, respectively.
The Newtonian comes
with the same eyepieces
(Image 4). They provide magnifications of 26x and 65x.
The same nice equipment bag
is provided as well. Finally,
this telescope comes with focuser hardware, which allows
the use either 1.25-inch or 2inch eyepieces.
Image 5 is a close up view
of the 80mm refractor’s focuser and diagonal. The focuser has mostly plastic parts.

Image 3 – The Explorer LT 80mm refractor comes with two eyepieces, a 2x Barlow and a nice equipment bag to store them.
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Image 4 - The Explorer DX 130mm Newtonian reflector comes with
two eyepieces, the equipment bag and focuser hardware to accept
1.25-inch or 2-inch eyepieces.

The diagonal also has a plastic exterior but
a good reflective mirror. The focuser is
single speed. Focus was not difficult to
achieve. This view also shows how close
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Image 5 – A close up view of the Explorer LT 80mm refractor’s focuser and diagonal.

the red dot finder is to the eyepiece.
A side view of the mount head and
StarSense assembly is shown in Image 6.
The altitude bearings have knobs display-

ing the orange Celestron logo. Some of
the mount’s hardware also displays traditional Celestron orange trim. The altitude
adjustment rod slides through the slot on

CELESTRON STARSENSE EXPLORER TELESCOPES
this side of the mount and is locked into
position with the orange hand turned bolt
visible in the image. The black handle on
the left side of the rod turns to allow up to
15 degrees of slow motion in the altitude
direction.
On the far side of the mount head is
another orange knob for locking the telescopes azimuthal position. For azimuthal
slewing, this knob is loosened and the telescope is slewed by hand. There is no
slow-motion control for azimuthal motion; a major drawback of this mount’s design. With flex in the tripod when
slewing, it was a little challenging to get
an object centered or tracking it manually,
especially with the 10mm eyepiece.
This view also shows how the
StarSense assembly attaches to the base on
the telescope and the two thumb bolts
that hold it into place. The phone attaches
to the StarSense by pulling on a springloaded handle, seen on the right side of
the phone in Image 6, placing the phone
into its cradle, and then releasing the
spring-loaded handle locking the phone

Image 6 - Close up view of the refractor’s mount, altitude control hardware, and
StarSense assembly.

into place. The black and silver knobs
under the phone cradle move the phone
left-right and up-down allowing the

phone’s camera to be centered over the
mirror (flat part on top of the StarSense
assembly). The mirror directs the camera
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Image 7 – This view shows how the StarSense mirror
points the phone’s camera parallel to the telescope.

the same direction the telescope
points. In Image 6, it looks like
the StarSense assembly may block
the red dot finder. But it just clears
the left side as can be seen in
Image 7.
Image 7 shows the objective
doublet lens and a better view of
the tripod accessory tray. The
phones camera is clearly seen centered in the reflection in the
StarSense mirror, pointing parallel
to the telescope. It doesn’t matter
where the camera is found on the
back of a cell phone. There is
enough play in the phone adjustment controls to center any smart
phone’s camera.
A closer view of the Explorer
DX Newtonian appears in Image
8. Some Celestron orange trim appears on this mount, too! The focuser is more robust than on its
less-expensive cousin. It is still a
single speed focuser. The large

knobs make it easy to focus, even
donning gloves.
Behind the primary mirror
you can barely see one handturned collimating screw along
with the taller, thinner mirror lock
screw. There are three of each used
to collimate and then lock down
the primary mirror (after adjusting
the secondary). Image 9 was focused on the primary mirror to
show the center mark for collimation.
I had to collimate the mirrors
before use, as it is rare a Newtonian will hold its collimation during shipping. Using my laser
collimation tool, I first adjusted
the secondary mirror using the
aforementioned, user-provided
2mm Allen wrench. After getting
the laser reflecting off the center of
the primary, a few tweaks on the
back of the telescope had everything aligned. Collimation just

24" F/3.3 Premium Ultra Portable Dobsonian System

A quantum leap in optical performance the UL 24 Truss Dobsonian telescope's huge
24" diameter primary mirror gathers more than 9 times more light than popular 8"
reflectors or 4 times of the light grasp of a 12" telescope.
ALSO AVAILABLE ARE THE UL16 F4.5, UL18 F4.0, UL20 F3.7, AND UL24 F4.5

hubbleoptics.com
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Image 8 – The Explorer DX 130mm Newtonian comes with a rugged, single speed rack
and pinion focuser. The primary mirror is collimated and locked into place using handturned knobs located behind the mirror.

Image 9 – The Newtonian’s primary mirror has a center mark to aid in collimation. The
secondary must be collimated using a 2mm Allen wrench.

took a few minutes. A star test verified I
had the mirrors perfectly aligned.
Image 9 also shows how the StarSense
assembly attaches to the mount. Pressing
the barely visible orange spring-loaded
button and rotating the assembly removes
it from the mount. It attaches by pressing
it in and rotating it the opposite direction
until the orange button pops out through
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its position-locking hole. The phone
mounts and its position is adjusted the
same as on the refractor. My camera here
is clearly centered on the mirror and
pointing parallel to the telescope. This is
vital for the software to operate correctly.
Regardless of which Explorer telescope used, the StarSense assembly places
the phone at a convenient position for

using it (see Image 10 and Image 11).
The StarSense app runs on iOS or Android style cell phones. Each telescope
comes with a card containing software
download instructions and an access code
to unlock the software. I downloaded the
software from my iPhone App Store, entered the code, and had it up and running
in minutes!
The software by itself is a great phone
sky chart app and works similar to many
others on the market today. Holding the
phone up to the sky, the app shows the
objects visible in the direction the phone
is held, or more specifically the direction
the phone’s camera is pointing.
Image 12 shows a typical screen. The
black band at the top always states what
the software is currently doing. The orange box near the bottom lists the last object selected (Venus here). There are four
icons along the bottom of the screen. The
left icon is for settings. Many of these
must be set before the software can accurately work. The star icon suggests objects
to view. The third icon, called the
StarSense button, is for starting an observing
session.
Finally, the magnifying glass is to search
for an object.
The settings menu appears in Image
13. As you can see there is a night vision
mode switch. On the location menu, the
cell phone GPS chip should automatically
populate the location, time, altitude, etc.
If a phone doesn’t have a GPS chip and is
not in cell phone range, these values can
be entered manually, and must be to project an accurate sky chart.
Image 14 shows the screen to enter
the software’s unlock code and to select
which telescope model is being used. The
correct model is important because the
software uses the phone’s accelerometer to
determine how far the telescope has
moved from where it started towards the
selected object so it can update the screen
and the directions for slewing to the object.
When you start an observing session,
the first time you press the software’s

CELESTRON STARSENSE EXPLORER TELESCOPES

Image 10 – On the refractor the StarSense
assembly rides on top of the telescope
tube so it can be seen standing or seated
at the eyepiece.

Image 11 - The Newtonian’s StarSense assembly places the phone at an easy to reach
and see position on the side of the mount head.

INTRODUCING THE NEW 1100GTO GERMAN EQUATORIAL MOUNT
• Image Past the Meridian (up to the full 6 hours)
• Through-the-Mount Cabling
• Portability (R.A. & DEC. Axes Separate)
• 0˚ to 78˚ Latitude Range
• Built-in Precision-Adjust Rotating Pier Base
• Keypad and/or Computer Control
• Pre-programmed with PEMPro™
• ASCOM Compatible with Fully Supported Driver
• Operate with 12V Battery
• Ideal for 8” Refractors, 14-16” Cassegrains, Ritchey-Chrétiens and CDKs
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Image 12 – Typical sky chart view on the
StarSense phone app.

Image 13 – Scope type and location must
be set for the software to work properly.

Image 14 – This screen shows where to enter
the app unlock code provided with the telescope and selection of the telescope model.

Image 15 – When ready to observe the first object, the app needs to know if the phone’s camera has been aligned by the software to the
position in the sky the telescope is aiming.

Image 16 – The screen view after an object has been selected to slew towards.

Image 17 – The screen view during slewing.
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StarSense button, you will get the question displayed in Image 15. It is crucial
that the camera be aligned to the telescope
for the software to guide to objects. Pressing “needs aligned” opens the camera set
up assistant, if such is turned on in the settings. The assistant walks through finding
and centering an object in the eyepiece,
aligning the red dot finder, and placing
the phone’s camera in the right spot above
the StarSense mirror.
All of these alignments can be done
in the daylight with a distant object, e.g.
a streetlight, flagpole, etc., or can be done
in the dark with the Moon, a naked-eye
planet, or a bright star. I used the Moon
when testing this feature the first time,
and then a bright star the second time.
In the last step in the alignment
process, the phone’s camera takes a picture. During this process these is a toggle
on the screen to tell the software whether
you’re doing this in the daylight or darkness so it knows how to expose the image.
Then you use your finger to drag the imaged object on the screen exactly to
crosshairs projected on the screen to
match the objected centered in the eyepiece. This procedure is easy, fast, and
works quite well to finely align the camera
parallel to the telescope.
To find an object, one can be selected
by touching the object on the screen,
using the search command, or using a
suggested object from the star menu. As
the software guides you to the object, it
will take pictures with the phone, but they
are never displayed. They are just used to
update slewing instructions.
Image 16 shows that I have selected
Arcturus. The phone takes a picture to determine where the telescope is pointed
and projects arrows on the screening
telling what direction to slew the telescope
to find Arcturus. The yellow bullseye
shows where in the sky the telescope is
currently pointing. The orange arrows indicate the scope needs to point higher and
slightly to the right.
While slewing the arrows adjust the
pointing (Image 17), and the screen starts

Image 18 – The screen view when close to the
target object after slewing has stopped and the
app takes another picture to determine how far
away the object resides from where the telescope is pointing.

Image 19 – The final view on the screen after
target acquisition. The target should now be
in the eyepiece!

to zoom on the target. Anytime slewing is
stopped before or after reaching the
target, a picture is taken to update the
sky location and slewing directions. When
on the target object, the screen is zoomed
in tight and the phone takes one last
photo. Typically you are not really on
the target yet because of inaccuracies in
the mount and telescope system, which
are caused by multiple reasons like
the mount is not perfectly level or the telescope and mounts axes are not perfectly
orthogonal.
The last picture taken shows the final
offset to find the object (Image 18). No
arrow appears here, despite what the instructions at the top indicate, but a little
more slewing moves the bullseye over Arcturus. When over Arcturus the bullseye
turns green with a box around it (Image
19) and the software tells you the object is

now visible in the eyepiece. For every object I searched for, the object was in the
21mm eyepiece every single time with either telescope!
I thought they were both fun to use.
I preferred the 130mm Newtonian because the eyepiece was always at a convenient height for viewing, the heavier
mount was more stable, and the larger
aperture brought better resolution and
more detail to the eyepiece. The refractor’s large focal ratio (11.25) almost eliminated chromatic aberration. Although
the Newtonian is a fast f/5, I did not notice any coma in the 21mm or 10mm eyepieces.
Celestron has really hit a home run
here developing entry level telescopes that
are as easy to use to find celestial objects as
GOTO telescope systems without the
high cost of higher end mounts.
Astronomy TECHNOLOGY TODAY
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